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PRIVERNO Città d’Arte

The Fountain of Dolphins - 1877

PRIVERNUM PIPERNO PRIVERNO
one name different cities different locations one history

Priverno is City of Art, a title that flows from the city’s rich and significant cultural
heritage. This heritage speaks through the vestiges of the many layers of history that
have marked the city’s territory and surrounding area.
Priverno is located atop a hill, facing the narrow valley of the Amaseno River in the
Province of Latina, halfway between the city of Frosinone and the sea. Until 1928, it
was known as Piperno, preserving the name of the medieval city, which was built
anew at the beginning of the 13th century. The city still today relives its own past
through the urban landscape, architecture and art found within the centre of the historic
town.
Before the twelfth century, the city of Piperno, or Pipernum in Latin, occupied a
different location, the same as the ancient colony of Privernum. The Roman city in
tern was preceded in history by another Privernum, a more ancient city of Volsci origin.
Roman Privernum was situated on the plain at Mezzagosto in the heart of the fertile
Amaseno valley, an important location for commercial traffic. This city survived here
until the Middle Ages, when it was gradually relocated and remodelled, eventually
transforming itself into a new settlement called Piperno.
Pipernum-Piperno was still located on the plain when in circa 1135 A.D. Cistercian
monks who were followers of Bernard of Clairvaux settled at Fossanova, a nearby
location along the Amaseno River. They constructed an abbey, which was a great
building undertaking, and this project took several decades.
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our museums, three archaeological and one
scientific, are associated with the rich cultural
heritage of Priverno. They are the fruit of an ambitious
program for cultural development promoted by the
local municipal Administration and supported by
the Regione Lazio. This initiative has allowed for the
establishment of the entire urban museum network
within a period of ten years.
A series of specialized museum structures were
created for a visitor itinerary that recreates the
complex local urban history. This history begins
with Privernum, an ancient Volscian city that survived
through the Roman period to the Middle Ages.
The structural remains here still deeply define
the present-day landscape.
PRIVERNUM with its imposing ruins of the Roman and
high Medieval city, PRIVERNO with its historical centre
still showing the urban city plan and architecture of
medieval Piperno, FOSSANOVA with its splendid
Cistercian Abbey, and the SAN MARTINO PARK with
its Renaissance palace of Cardinal Gallio, all together
offer the possibility to retrace the different currents
in the local historical development. This history
is brought to life in the displays of the ARCHAEOLOGICAL
AREA PRIVERNUM, the ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM in
Priverno, and the MEDIEVAL MUSEUM in Fossanova.
The MUSEUM OF MATHEMATICS “Emma Castelnuovo”
was then added to the Archaeological Museum.
This museum, with its educational set-up, allows
the visitor to discover mathematics for practical
purposes and in everyday situations.
The Regione Lazio since the year 2000 has credited
the Archaeological Museum of Priverno with the title
MUSEUM OF QUALITY because “it constitutes excellence
in the field of regional museum organization”. This
prestigious recognition has since been reconfirmed
in the following years and has been later added in
2008 to the entire Urban Museum System.

The Urban
Museum System
of Priverno
between archaeology
and mathematics
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Archaeological Area

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AREA PRIVERNUM
SR 156 dei Monti Lepini, km 28.800
loc. Mezzagosto - 04015 Priverno (LT)
telefax 0773 911087 - 912306
musarchpriverno@libero.it - www.musarchpriverno.it

T

he Archaeological Area is located at
Mezzagosto, a location on the plain in the
heart of the Amaseno valley 5 km from Priverno.
This area embraces an area of approximately 7
hectares. A well thought out organization of the
museum network has allowed for the reconstruction
of impressive glimpses into the urban landscape of
the ancient city. Privernum was founded as a Roman
colony in the late 2nd century BC. Monuments here
have been brought to light thanks to excavations,
restoration and the promotional campaign financed
by the Regione Lazio with cooperation from
the municipal Administration, the University and
Superintendencies.
Work is currently underway to complete the
infrastructure required for the preservation of the
site, including a parking lot, a visitors centre with
refreshments, and itineraries for a visit.
The Archaeological Area, set apart by a section of
the city walls, corresponds to the city’s centre and
preserves monuments, buildings and infrastructure
that represent the life of ancient Privernum from

Archaeological
Area
Privernum
an open-air museum

Archaeological Area
the moment of its foundation until its eventual
abandonment, which occurred between the
12th and 13th centuries A.D. At that time, the
city, which by that time was known as Piperno,
was moved atop the hill that still is the home
of Priverno. Among the main monuments of
the Archaeological Area is a great waterwork
formed of an imposing tunnel four metres
across that spanned the entire settlement and
was used to channel river water and supply
the area with water.
As well, there are Roman houses, luxurious
residences from the Republican period that are
notable for their distinct architectural plans,
centered on grandiose atriums and peristiles.
These houses mirror the models and patterns
of a Hellenistic style and were enriched with
mosaics, which were prepared in a range of
designs, showing intricate geometric forms.
Building activity from the late imperial period
is expressed by the imposing remains of a
theatre with a grand public square portico
attached to it. As well, a bathhouse was built
sometime after the 2nd century A.D. on the
remains of an abandoned domus or house.
The most recent excavations have brought to
light the early medieval phase of the city. At
that time, the city had become closed in on
itself by a formidable chain of city walls. Another
important discovery has been the general layout
of an ecclesiastical building, almost certainly
the cathedral. The church was built around the
sixth century, followed by phases of additions
and a complete reconstruction in the ninth
century that restored a sumptuous series of
sculptures and paintings now ‘on display’ in
the Museum of Fossanova.

P

riverno is waiting to be discovered by strolls
along its narrow streets and its unique and
unevenly shaped staircases that slope down its hill.
These spots still preserve many glimpses into the
now distant moments of the city’s medieval
conception. Churches, tall narrow buildings, housetowers, and houses with profferlo or attached external
staircases are intermixed with gardens. The structures’
stone façades, unique doorways with pointed arches,
embellished columns and refined capitals are found
throughout the city. Priverno is permeated with the
so-called gothic-Cistercian style of architecture that
spread from nearby Fossanova. The city on the hill
was in fact built between the 12th and 13th-14th
centuries. More than 120 houses from the medieval
period can still found along the narrow roads of the
town’s centre. The grand public buildings, shops
and churches that are characteristic of the ancient
neighbourhoods have given shape to a town
architecture, which is governed by a thought out
urban plan consisting of co-ordinated streets, isolated
neighbourhoods, and public squares. The city has
been so well designed that not even the hectic life
of modern times has been able to eliminate the
original plan. The historic centre is enclosed by an

Priverno
Città d’Arte

the historic centre
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The historic centre

imposing circle of city walls, which are still preserved
in many sections. The city was once defended by
seventy-two towers and six gates. The urban plan
is divided by Via Consolare, the ancient main street
that meets the beautiful ‘Piazza Grande’, known
today as Piazza Giovanni XXIII, at the peak of a
steep incline. This piazza is the centre of public
and commercial life, where the two most notable
symbols of the city are found, that is the Cathedral
Our Lady of the Annunciation and the City Hall,
which is still the location of the town Administration.
The CATHEDRAL is set a top a grand staircase which
rises up to its precious entryway, which is the only
external remnant of the original ecclesiastical
construction from the mid 12th century. Three
elegant arcades above are designed to give the
cathedral’s structure a sense of depth.
Medieval glimpses and alleyways
Vicoli e scorci medievali

The historic centre

PRIVERNO

Inside, Cistercian influences are placed side by side
with a fair local decorative style, creating something
of a harmonious architectural game. The arched
vaults are decorated with a lively and refined design,
consisting of carvings of sprouting vines and grapes.
Next to the church rises the CITY HALL, a beautiful
building of a late 12th century style. This structure
faces the piazza with its high narrow pointed arcades,
displaying the inside of its portico. The building is
a two story structure with a solemn façade crowned
with guelf battlements. The structure was gradually
altered in time, settling on its current form in the
1800s. The second floor was added during the 19th
century and this addition is expressed by three neogothic style windows. The crowning piece of this
work of architecture is its clock tower with its
striking loggia face. As well, numerous churches
Palazzo Valeriani-Guarini-Antonelli
Piazza Giovanni XXIII: Cathedral and City Hall
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Church of Saint Benedict

Palazzo San Giorgio

This refined sculptural decoration from 1336 is signed by Toballo de Ianni de Piperno.
It decorates the outside of the entrance to the church of Saint Anthony the Abbot

The historic centre

are found along the narrow streets of the centre.
They are marked by their own architectural
decorations and the notable vestiges of images and
sculptures dating from medieval times.
The churches of SAINT BENEDICT, SAINT JOHN and
SAINT ANTHONY THE ABBOT offer high quality works.
These consist of refined 13th century sculptures
from Privernati Masters and fresco cycles from the
14th-15th centuries.
Priverno isn’t only a medieval town. The urban
landscape changed during the 16th-17th centuries
when the town aristocracy reasserted themselves
by building large symbolic structures in place of
older medieval houses. We can still find such
buildings rising nowadays along the main roads
with their solemn noble façades and massive
doorways, signs of a once popular baroque taste.
Among such noble buildings, PALAZZO-VALERIANIGUARINI-ANTONELLI, that houses the Archeological
Museum, stands out as it brushes upon ‘Piazza
Grande’ and reflects the style and decor of the
height of the Renaissance. PALAZZO ZACCALEONI with
its characteristic façade imaginatively decorated with
stucco is a grandiose residence from the late 1600s
that seems to suddenly appear on a narrow street.

PRIVERNO

Palazzo Zaccaleoni

Church of Saint John
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Archaeological Museum

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM
Palazzo Valeriani - Guarini - Antonelli
Piazza Giovanni XXIII - 04015 Priverno (LT)
telefax 0773 912306
musarchpriverno@libero.it
www.musarchpriverno.it

T

he Archaeological Museum, which has been entirely
renovated in its new location and set-up and whose
contents have increased significantly, is now housed in the
Valeriani-Guarini-Antonelli building, a historical and
prestigious home which faces the town’s beautiful main
square, directly in front of the Medieval frame which
architecturally encompasses the Cathedral and Municipality
building.
The building, the residence of noble, local families and
marked by an architectural sequence of events during the
13th and 16th centuries, today is the result of a complete
and intensive restoration realized between 1924 and 1926,
during which the brothers Antonelli (the proprietors at that
time) decided to propose again the original façade of the
Renaissance with its vivid “graffiti” mural , with reddish
purple and lead- grey colours.
The internal design is embellished by a pictorial cycle in

Archaeological
Museum
in Priverno
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the late-Art Deco style which decorates all the ceilings with an
emphasis on a variety of styles. Geometrical motifs with a clear
reference to the Viennese method, oil paintings on wooden
ceilings, in contrast with a painting technique on plaster which
is more spontaneous and superfluous, characterized by
“grotesque” figures, zodiacal representations, decorative elements,
Caryatids which support horns of plenty neo-rococo filled with
fruit and flowers or paintings in the form of a shield which
serves as a circular frame containing historical images of Priverno.
The entire pictorial patrimony has been restored during the
recent building renovations, adapted in order to house a museum,
and is utilized, as a decorative path within the exhibition setup, which is contained in the twelve rooms of the building and
respects the original architecture and design.
The Museum is dedicated to Privernum, a town which first
belonged to the Volsci Italic tribe and then to the Romans.
The Museum accompanies the visitor in discovering the most
ancient phases of life in the territory, from prehistorical times
to the time of Roman colonization, founded in the late 2nd

Archaeological Museum

Archaeological Museum

century BC in the heart of the Amaseno plain. Over one thousand objects,
which include mosaics, statues, portraits, inscriptions, terracotta pottery,
kitchen and dining ceramics, architectural ornaments and much much
more, accompanied by well-efficient learning equipment. The objects
are “put on show” in order to tell bits and pieces of stories and reconstruct
the image of ancient Privernum, comprised of varied and multiple aspects
of that which was the life of a small town from the 2nd century BC until
the end of the Roman era. The high standard of public building
construction is evident mostly in the lavish marble adornment found in
the courthouse and theatre, with statues and portraits of the Imperial
Family - of Claudio, of Livia, of Tiberio, of Germanico, of Agrippina, of
young Nerone, of Domiziano – that amount to precious architectural
elements in fine marble. Sophisticated multi-coloured mosaics dating
back to the Hellenistic period are instead influential evidence of the
wealth of the ancient aristocratic domus: among these stands out a long
doorway which twists and turns for almost five metres and depicts a
landscape set in Egypt, along the Nile river. It is a work of art of
extraordinary artistic value that, mostly due to a skillful game of combining
tiny tiles, alternated between those that are dull and lively in colour,
offers a vivid and exact image of the crowded and everyday life along
the great river, with its marshes, its plant and animal life and which is
accompanied by interesting drawings brought to life by the Pygmies.

PRIVERNO
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Palazzo Gallio in San Martino Park

San Martino Park

MUSEUM OF MATHEMATICS “Emma Castelnuovo”
Palazzo Gallio, Parco di San Martino
SP San Martino 10 - 04015 Priverno (LT)
tel 0773 904601, fax 0773 904973

M

idway between Priverno and Fossanova
stretches the San Martino Park, a splendid
estate of about 30 hectares with cork oaks, pines, oaks,
Mediterranean scrub, grass areas and ample clearings
for open spaces. It is accessible by foot across natural
trails and is equipped with picnic areas and a gymnastic
course.
The centre of Park stands the Renaissance Palazzo
Gallio, know as “Castle of San Martino”, that Cardinal
Tolomeo Gallio, Secretary of State for pope Gregory
XIII, had built during the mid 1500s as his country
residence.
Palazzo Gallio, on the ground floor, houses the Museum
of Mathematics “Emma Castelnuovo”, an exhibition
structure completely renovated in 2014 with an
educational path that, through key words such as
discover, understand, show, leads the visitor to dig into
the presence of mathematics in real-life circumstances.
In the Museum, mathematics is understood as: “the
larger toy”, “the best way to train the brain”, “the
prerequisite to understanding different aspects in a
simple manner, concise and unifying”. In this way, the
numerical methods can be discovered, whether they
are already existing, or whether they are innovative
and more efficient. In addition, one can discover,
reproduce and show in a simple way that the curve
present on the surface of milk in a cup, studied by
Leonardo, is also present in the shape of a leaf, a flower
and in the apparent movement of the planets.
The educational activities of the Museum are integrated
with the Laboratori del Parco (the Park’s workshops)
which propose, through a diversified selection for the
three scholastic terms, stimulating and original projects
such as: Paper-folding, An envelope of a family of curves,
The Euler Characteristic in polyhedrons in three and
in more dimensions, Fermat’s Little Theorem and much
much more.

Museum
of Mathematics
“Emma Castelnuovo”
in
San Martino Park
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ew kilometres from the historic centre of
Priverno, along the river Amaseno, the
suggestive medieval borough of Fossanova rises
entirely enclosed within a fascinating architectural
jewel that is one of the most grandiose Cistercian
monastic complexes in Italy. It was built roughly
between the 12th and 13th centuries.
The borough brings together tourists and visitors in
a magical, almost surreal, atmosphere. As soon as
we pass the entryway, we find ourselves immersed
in a scene from another time. The majestic architecture
with its gothic-Cistercian style is enhanced by the
boldness of the local chalky stone. A visit here is a
plunge into the middle ages made still more attractive
by that daily life that today winding through every
nook and cranny of the monastery. The Abbey
church, together with the cloister and a more properly
monastic complex relives its spiritual function. The
surrounding ancient buildings have been restored
with respect and discretion in a modern sense and
now host various hospitality structure, including
houses, restaurants, a bar, shops, and a small hotel.
They offer moments of refreshment and relaxation.
Do not miss the places that are dedicated to culture:
the Infirmary, which is now an Auditorium for
concerts, conferences and events; the Foresteria or
Guest House for pilgrims now hosts a Medieval
Museum that recounts important pages of the medieval
history of this territory.
The Regione Lazio recognized Fossanova in 2006
for excellence in its architectural, historic and artistic
heritage. It is one of the great ‘cultural attractors’ of
Lazio, placing the borough on its strategic program
for touristic-cultural promotion, because Fossanova
can serve as “as one of the engines for the economic
and cultural development of the entire territory of
the region”.

Borough
of Fossanova
Lazio’s
‘cultural attractor’
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FOSSANOVA

Auditorium

MEDIEVAL MUSEUM IN FOSSANOVA
Ancient Cistercian Guesthouse
04015 Fossanova di Priverno (LT)
telefax 0773 938006
musarchpriverno@libero.it
www.musarchpriverno.it

Medieval Museum

T

he museum opened in 2001 and was
conceived as being a Medieval Museum
that was in the Middle Ages, thus re-proposing
moments of medieval life in the suggestive
surroundings offered by the ancient 12th century
Cistercian Foresteria or Guesthouse in Fossanova.
This is a grand and unique atmosphere that brings
for the majesty of the hall, equal to any of the
buildings in the Abbey complex.
The museum display begins the second phase of
the history of Privernum.
At the beginning of the Middle Ages, the inhabitants
began to shift the location and alter the character
of the Roman city that from now known as
Piperno. The history of these changes have only
recently begun to re-emerge, as a result of the
most recent excavations of the Archaeological
Area Privernum. Above all in this place, one can

Medieval
Museum
in Fossanova
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better comprehend and admire many examples of the daily
life from that time, especially the fine sculptures and images
from medieval cathedral of the ancient city.
These sumptuous liturgical decorations of the church are
displayed alongside funerary objects, every day ceramic wares,
and examples of meals from the time. The display proceeds
with columns, capitals, arched beams and ninth century priestly
furnishings moulded in a typical variety of interweaving designs
and flower patterns.
That then bring us to the masterpiece of the Museum, a
precious eleventh century fresco of the Virgin Mary, praying
and queen, in typical Byzantine royal majestic style.
After Privernum, the museum presents us Fossanova, showing
us the architecture of the Abbey complex and the aspects of
the Cistercian monks’ way of life.
The monastic buildings are reproduced in large and intimate
models that illustrate the life that took place within. These are
accompanied by the exposition of objects of daily life and of
precious elements from the original liturgical furnishings of
the abbey’s church.

Medieval Museum

strolling around Priverno
Privernum
Frosinone

what to see
1. Chiesa di San Nicola
2. Chiesa di Santa Maria del Suffragio
3. Palazzo Comunale
4. Duomo di Santa Maria Annunziata
5. Palazzo Valeriani-Guarini-Antonelli
MUSEO ARCHEOLOGICO
6. Palazzo San Giorgio
7. Porta Napoletana
8. Chiesa di San Tommaso
9. Palazzo del Vescovado
10. Chiesa di San Giovanni
11. Chiesa dei Santi Cristoforo e Vito
12. Chiesa della Madonna della Stella
13. Via Gallo
14. Porta San Marco
15. Palazzo Zaccaleoni
16. Mura medievali
17. Chiesa di San Benedetto
18. Chiesa di Sant’Antonio Abate

Chiesa di S. Antonio Abate
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the historic centre of Priverno

what to taste
Artichokes, mozzarella di bufala, bazzoffia (vegetable soup),
falia (a very typical kind of bread)

events

info, contacts, news

in February: Festival of falia and broccoletti
in March: the first week is dedicated to St. Thomas Aquinas, patron
saint of Priverno, dead at Fossanova on March 7th 1274
in May:
Local produce festival
at Easter: Good Friday procession
in June:
Palio del tributo
in August: Madonna di Mezzagosto procession
Medieval festival at Fossanova
and throughout the summer:
I venerdì culturali - events and performances in the Museums

Musei Archeologici
0773 912306 - 938006 - 911087
Comune di Priverno, Ufficio Cultura
0773 912511
Pro loco
3333832260 – 3398486695

musarchpriverno@libero.it
www.musarchpriverno.it
www.privernum.it
www.priverno.it

PRIVERNO

MUSEI
HOW TO GET TO PRIVERNO
by car:
• motorway A1:
exit Frosinone > SR 156 dei Monti Lepini, direction Latina
> highway for Terracina > exit La Fornace (for Priverno)
> exit Sonnino (for Fossanova)
• Via Appia, at km 85 > SP Marittima II, direction Abbazia di Fossanova - Priverno
• SR 156 dei Monti Lepini, direction Latina-Frosinone
by train:
• Rome-Naples railway mainline, station Priverno – Fossanova.
Regional trains departing every hour from Rome, Naples or Minturno.
Bus service operated by Cotral and Satline is available to connect Fossanova railway station with Fossanova Abbey and Priverno.
Upon reservation, and for groups of minimum 20 people, Satline provides for shuttle service to reach the Museums
(info 0773 904536)
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